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ABSTRACT

One of the tasks of reviewers is to verify that code modifications are well tested. However, current tools offer little support in understanding precisely how changes to the code relate to changes to the tests. In particular, it is hard to see whether (modified) test code covers the changed code. To mitigate this problem, we developed OPERIAS, a tool that provides a combined visualization of fine-grained source code differences and coverage impact. OPERIAS works both as a stand-alone tool on specific project versions and as a service hooked to GitHub. In the latter case, it provides automated reports for each new pull request, which reviewers can use to assess the code contribution. OPERIAS works for any Java project that works with maven and its standard Cobertura coverage plugin. We present how OPERIAS could be used to identify test-related problems in real-world pull requests. OPERIAS is open source and available on GitHub with a demo video: https://github.com/SERG-Delft/operias
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1. INTRODUCTION

Code review consists in the manual assessment of source code changes by developers other than the author and is mainly intended to identify defects and quality problems before the deployment in a live environment [9]. Several studies provided evidence that code review supports software quality and reliability crucially [8, 19].

Modern code reviews (MCR) [9], as currently used in most large close- and open-source software (OSS) projects, are informal, asynchronous, and supported by tools. Popular examples of code review tools are Microsoft’s CodeFlow [9], Google’s Gerrit [5], and GitHub’s pull-request (PR) mechanism [4].

Most code review tools offer limited support to help reviewers in evaluating the quality of a change, other than basic highlighted textual differencing. Particularly, review tools offer little information on how a code change affects test coverage, even though developers reported the lack of testing contributing to faulty changes being committed to the repository [13] and coverage as one of the most importance pieces of information they use when assessing a code change [21]. Changes to existing code requires a retest, since they could potentially invalidate the test suite [15].

In this paper we present OPERIAS, a tool we devised to try to mitigate this problem. OPERIAS enriches code review tools with fine-grained test coverage change information. It comprises two parts: (1) The core part, which accepts two versions of a software project, computes the differences in both source code and statement coverage, and outputs a report in XML and HTML format; and (2) the code review extension part, which runs the core as a service and connects it to GitHub, generating a report for every opened PRs to provide fine-grained test coverage information at review time.

As a preliminary assessment, we use OPERIAS to analyze PRs from three OSS projects. Results show that OPERIAS provides reviewers with new information for 27% to 71% of the PRs and that it could be useful in different scenarios, e.g., showing that a code change affects the coverage of a class not modified in the PR.

2. OPERIAS IN A NUTSHELL

OPERIAS is a tool to collect, analyze, and visualize code change and related test coverage information to support code review.

2.1 Implementation Details

OPERIAS works for Java, builds upon the Maven [1] setup (tests are executed with the Surefire plugin), and obtains statement and condition coverage information from the Cobertura plugin.

Given two versions of such a maven project, OPERIAS produces an XML and a HTML report that provides the combined visualization of the changes in the code as well as in the test coverage. The two versions can be in two separate directories or can be identified as two commits (or tags) in a git repository. To get the changes between the two folders, we use Myer’s diff algorithm [16] and annotate them with test coverage information [17].

OPERIAS can be used in two ways. The first way is as a stand-alone tool, whereby a report is generated on a local machine for two different versions of a project; this stand-alone version can easily be converted into a maven plugin to make it part of the standard build cycle. The second way is as a service hooked to git or GitHub: With this, when a PR is opened on GitHub, OPERIAS is run to visualize the changes in code and coverage introduced by the PR; the service notifies GitHub users by automatically adding a comment to the PR and providing a link to the visualization (Figure 1).
2.2 Reporting Changes And Test Coverage

OPERIAS generates browsable reports to visualize code changes together with the corresponding test coverage information. We detail them from the least to the most fine-grained.

**Project Overview.** The ‘project overview’ is the report (Figure 2) in which all packages are displayed. By clicking on a package, all changed classes within this package appear. For every class and package, two bars visualize the status of condition and statements coverage. These bars use four colors (also used in the ‘class view’ with the same semantic): light green indicates parts covered in both the original and the version, dark green indicates an increase in coverage in the new version, light red indicates parts covered neither in the original nor in the new version, and dark red indicates parts that are no longer covered in the new version. Coverage percentage points are visualized in the report.

The ‘project overview’ reports also provides an indication for deleted and newly created classes. A shaded row means that package or class was deleted. In that case, the coverage bars indicate the coverage of the original file by only using the light colors. If a class is new, the bars consists of only dark red and dark green parts, which indicate the revised coverage percentage of the class.

**Test View.** The ‘test view’ report (Figure 3) contains information on source changes in test classes (coverage does not apply). To support reviewing tests, we show the outcome of the execution of the test cases. We show, for both the original and revised versions, a list of failed or errored test cases. When clicking on a test case in the list, it shows whether it failed or errored and see the complete stacktrace generated by the test suite.

**Class View.** The finest-grained visualization is offered by the ‘class view’ report, which can be accessed by clicking on any class in the ‘project overview’. In the report, up to four code views are shown: original file, where the original file is shown with the coverage information for that version of the code (as expected, green means covered, red means not covered); revised file, which corresponds to the previous view, but showing the new version of the file; source changes, where only source changes between the versions (since red and green are used for conveying coverage information, we use the shaded background to mean that the line was deleted and a box around a line or a group of lines means that these lines were inserted in the new version); and combined view, the most characteristic view of OPERIAS, where it shows both source changes (similarly to the previous view) and coverage information for both versions (Figure 4) using the four colors that are used to indicate a change in coverage in the same way as described above, but now for specific lines of code.

These four views are available for changed files. For added files, only the revised file view is shown including the coverage information, for deleted files, only the original file view is shown. When opening a changed test file, only the source diff view is viewable since there is no information about coverage available.

### Table 1: Distribution of test coverage change across pull requests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Decreased</th>
<th>Stable</th>
<th>Increased</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bukkit</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUnit</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 3. Real-World Usage Scenarios

We present real-world usage scenarios to provide initial anecdotal evidence on how the support that OPERIAS offers could be potentially beneficial. We explore three OSS projects (JUnit [6], Wire [7], and Bukkit [2]) from different application domains and size, and hosted on the GitHub platform.

**Overall applicability.** As a first step, we get an indication of the general applicability of OPERIAS. We check the distribution of changes in test coverage across all the PRs of the selected project. We do so by running OPERIAS core on the entire code history and computing the effects of each single PR on the test coverage of the overall project. Table 1 summarizes the results, showing the proportion of PRs in which test coverage decreases, is stable, or increases. Results show that for JUnit (a well-tested system) only few PRs increase the coverage, while for Bukkit and Wire (with less coverage to start with) at least a third of PR increase it. More extensive metrics and underlying causes are discussed in the accompanying thesis [17]; here we note that OPERIAS would provide previously unavailable test coverage change information on those PRs for which the coverage has changed, for a minimum of 27% PRs for JUnit, up to a maximum of 71% PRs for Bukkit.

**Potential usefulness.** As a second step, we investigate the potential usefulness of OPERIAS for reviewers. To do so, from the three projects we manually inspect several PRs in which test coverage is either increased or decreased. The complete analysis can be found in the accompanying thesis [17], here we limit ourselves to interesting PRs from JUnit.

- **PR/#767:** In this PR, a new ‘plugin’ package is added. OPERIAS’ ‘project overview’ shows the reviewer that all the newly created classes are dark green and fully (100%) tested (figure omitted for space reasons, available in [17]). Furthermore, the PR changed another class and the reviewer can see a small dark red bar, indicating new code that is not tested. The reviewer is able to click on that class and, with the combined ‘Class View’ (Figure 5), see exactly which lines were added and where testing is lacking.

- **PR/#896:** In this PR, the contributor makes a 1-line change to one class and adds 117 test lines for this class. While this sounds like a good PR, using OPERIAS the reviewer can see (Figure 6) that the change affects the statement coverage of a completely different class (‘EachTestNotifier’) reducing its coverage by 10%. Even though this class is not part of the original PR, OPERIAS shows it because its coverage is affected by the changes under review. Industrial reviewers reported that knowing which parts of the code are indirectly affected by a change is crucial to assess its quality [21]; using OPERIAS indirect changes in coverage are easy to detect.

- **PR/#646:** In this PR, five new test cases added to the project, next to a few changes in the code. Even if the test cases would properly test new or existing code, they are not executed because they are not added to the ‘AllTests’ class; in fact, for a test case to be successfully executed within the JUnit project,

![Figure 1: An OPERIAS generated comment on GitHub](image-url)
it must be added to this class. Using OPERIAS, the reviewer can quickly see that the added test code affects neither line coverage nor condition coverage (Figure 7), thus indicating that the new tests are not executed and the absence of changes to the class ‘AllTests’ from the view.

Although anecdotal, these examples of PRs provide initial evidence on the potential of OPERIAS in supporting the code review process. As a future evaluation, we plan to design and conduct a controlled experiment to measure the causal effects of OPERIAS on the code review process, in particular with respect to the reviewing speed and number of changes suggested by reviewers. Moreover, an observational study can be conducted to see whether the usage of OPERIAS has a relation with a reduced number of further changes needed in code already accepted through PRs. Finally, further work should be conducted to investigate the (potentially distracting) effects that visible code coverage information can have on the effectiveness of reviewers and their behavior.

4. RELATED WORK

Previous research on the pull-based development model has highlighted the importance of tests in pull requests. First, pull requests are merged faster in a well-tested system [10]; then integrators, responsible for merging, indicate that adequate testing is a key quality factor taken into account when deciding whether or not to accept a change [12] and contributors behave accordingly [11]. Pham et al. discuss the testing culture on GitHub projects, and observe that projects indeed insist on tests in PRs [18].

Although many tools exist to either show differences between two versions of a piece of code or compute test code coverage (e.g., [3]), only a few combine both pieces of information in one view. A promising (yet in early development phase) plugin for Gerrit shows aggregated coverage information [22], but the most popular are: Coveralls.io [14] and SonerQube [20].

Coveralls.io [14] analyzes the report created by Cobertura [3] by comparing the test coverage metrics to a previous report. It shows an overview with detailed coverage information also showing whether test coverage increased or decreased, at the file level. Test coverage information is not integrated in the review process and Coveralls.io does not provide fine-grained information on lines.

SonerQube [20] is an extensive tool to evaluate the quality of a codebase and its changes; it visualizes information on code duplication, coverage, code complexity and more. Particularly, it shows current coverage information of a class and one can filter on selected changes or timeframes, showing lines to cover, branches to cover, uncovered lines and uncovered branches. Nevertheless, SonarQube does not provide any comparison view of test coverage between changes, but only reports on review specific statuses.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We created OPERIAS, a code review support tool that lets reviewers visualize fine-grained test coverage information while reviewing a code contribution. Through real-world examples we gave initial evidence of its potential in different review scenarios.
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